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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE

Alyssa Johnson  
OAUG President
ajohnson@oaug.org 
Twitter: @alyssaEBS

Two things stood out for me when I 
 reviewed the results of the survey:

The majority of survey respondents see 
the cloud as an opportunity for career 
and professional growth. 

Our users community recognizes that the 
cloud changes things and expressed an 
enthusiasm for learning and developing 
capabilities that support the evolving IT 
role within organizations.

Having access to user experience  
stories is the number one desired  
learning instrument.

Survey respondents indicate that 
 understanding how others evaluate, plan 
and execute cloud projects is the most 
helpful information to support their own 
cloud initiatives.

Read more about the survey in this issue 
of OAUG Insight magazine (page 16).

The OAUG has introduced some resources 
that I hope you find useful in furthering 
your learning and career progression:
• The Cloud Resource Center on the 
OAUG website (http://oaug.org/resources/
cloud) highlights pertinent content. Use 
your member login to access the exclusive 

white papers and recorded eLearning 
webinar sessions.
• New special interest groups (SIGs) 
host educational webinars and  facilitate 
 networking to explore cloud topics. 
 Connect with the Cloud ERP SIG and 
Oracle CPQ Cloud SIG (Configure, Price 
Quote) at oaug.org/communities/sigs.
• The OAUG blog (oaug.org/blog) 
 features conversations about the cloud, as 
well as other trending topics. Subscribe to 
receive updates related to specific posts or 
general information.
• The article right here in this issue of 
OAUG Insight magazine discusses a recent 
Oracle Sales Cloud implementation at 
member company Worthington Industries 
(page 8).

Whether you’re on the fast track to 
the cloud or taking a more measured 
 approach, you have OAUG resources at 
your fingertips. Let me know how we are 
doing as we endeavor to support your 
journey to the cloud. What do you find 
most valuable? What additional resources 
we can provide?

Contact me at ajohnson@oaug.org.

Earlier this year in this column, I noted the OAUG’s 
efforts to be your go-to source for cloud-related 
information and education. Since that time, the OAUG 
conducted a short survey to assess the Oracle user 
community’s stance on cloud strategies, co-existence 
environments, timelines and most-needed educational 
and support resources

CLOUD SURVEY
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OAUG STAR 
PARTNERS (List updated as of press time.)

FIVE-STAR

The OAUG Star Partners are a  vital force in supporting the OAUG’s  mission of  providing 
 Oracle  Applications users the tools  required to enhance their  productivity,  maximize 
their investment, and  influence the quality, usability and support of Oracle Applications. 
 Participants in the OAUG Star  Partner Program represent some of the most experienced 
and most successful  providers of services and solutions to the Oracle users community.

FOUR-STAR

To Be Announced
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THREE-STAR

TWO-STAR ELITE

The OAUG Star Partner program gives Associate members a bundled approach to active, 
integrated participation in the OAUG community. The program combines membership, 
advertising and conference benefits into a value-priced package that delivers recognition, 
premium advertising opportunities and outstanding conference visibility.

For more information on the OAUG Star Partner Program, please contact  
Christine Hilgert at +1 404.760.4234, or via e-mail at chilgert@oaug.org. 

TWO-STAR RISING-STAR
• Blackline
• Deloitte
• FastPath
• Flexagon
• FXLoader
• Inspirage

• interRel Consulting
• Perficient
• Zebra  

• Hubble by insightsoftware.com
• Inyxa
• Project Partners
• Q Software Global LTD
• Spinnaker Support

SPECIAL THANKS
• Oracle Validated Integration

CHAIN SYS•
from Rookery Software
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Change. It’s never an easy process,  especially  
when it comes to replacing one customer 
 relationship management (CRM) tool with 
 another after 12 years of use. But change is 
what the business  decided it needed in order 
to  leverage the data we had been collecting all 
those years. 

Our previous system was housed on premises and had no integrations 
to our other systems. It was slow, difficult to navigate and data driven 
rather than graphical.

User adoption was at an all-time low across two business units. One 
business unit was hit or miss depending on the sales persons and 
their manager. The other business unit used the CRM as an expensive 
filing cabinet.

So, we evaluated several solutions, narrowed it down to three and 
went through an evolution process.

CRM System Requirements
Our sales team had recently gone through a sales transformation 
using the Miller Heiman sales methodology, so one requirement out 
of the gate was to integrate with Miller Heiman.

Another requirement was ease of use. The business wanted a simple 
navigation layout, including icons that could easily be recognized and 
used. We also wanted a graphical interface rather than a data-driven 
one. This would help with user adoption. The easier it is to enter and 
find data, the more benefit the sales team will get out of the system.

We also needed the system to be flexible to integrate with some of our 
existing systems, such as Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS), JD Edwards 
(JDE), Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE), 
 Eloqua and the Incentive Compensation (OIC) module. 
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Also critical was reporting, something we were missing with 
our old CRM. We defined several reports and dashboards to 
be used by various parts of the business so we could finally  
get a 360-degree overall view of our end-to-end sales  
process cycle.

As it stood, we were collecting all this data but had no way to 
mine it, making it just a data collection exercise with no real 
business value for enhancing the bottom line.

Evaluating Oracle Sales Cloud 
Some of the deciding factors that went into choosing Oracle 
Sales Cloud (OSC) were:
• Hosted environment.
• Simplified user interface (UI).
 u Ease of use/user adoption.
 u Customizable/integrations.
 u Responsiveness.
 u Oracle Social Network (OSN) for collaboration  

with any internal employee.
 u Mobile Apps.
 u BI dashboards/metrics.

Being able to deliver actual vs. plan metrics to the  territory 
managers in a timely fashion would be critical, as well, for 
user adoption. Leveraging the OSN as our  communication 
tool would facilitate quick decisions and reduce email   
traffic so the conversations were all in a single place for  
better  visibility. 

Some of our key goals were:
• Contact management.
• Communications execution, storage and archiving.
• Lead collection, distribution and dispensation  

(automated and timely).
• Deal strategy tracking/collaboration on strategic  

pursuits with scope.
• Call planning, tracking and collaboration.
• Business health/territory management.
• Key account planning and collaboration.

Many hours went into creating definitions so that when we 
were in meetings and setting expectations, everyone knew 
what an account meant, what a contact meant, what our sale 
stages were for opportunities and how the Miller Heiman 
process factored into our sales process.

Business Alignment
The very first step was to get the business to drive the new 
CRM/sales process. We needed the business to own the 
OSC roadmap. And laying out a strategic business roadmap 
for a three-month, one-year and five-year plan and setting 
 expectations was crucial.  

Fortunately, we had support and direction from the top  
down from our business unit. Members of the steering 
 committee included:
• Executive Sponsorship from the Business:
 u President.
 u VP of Sales.
 u VP of Finance.
 u Director of Transformation.
 u Regional Managers.
 u Finance.
 u HR Comp Pay.
• Executive sponsorship from IT:
 u CIO.
 u VP of Development.
• Internal IT resources:
 u Project Management Office.
 u Commercial Development.
 u Data Warehouse Team (BI).

Deployment: What/How/When? 
We used a phased process, scheduling and rolling out features 
in small, manageable activities in several intervals. It allowed 
the users to digest new information and build on what was 
previously rolled out.

The first phase was to migrate and validate any existing data 
from our old CRM system into OSC. The business decided to 
only pull data that was no more than a year old due to the fact 
that uses of the old system had waned over the years. 

The next step was train, train and train again. We took a 
 train-the-trainer approach and set up a weekly call line for 
questions and training opportunities. The business ran those 
calls with IT on the line or in the room to be the backup.  
The goal was to strengthen the businesses investment in  
the system.

Once the users started adding data through the  simplified 
UI, we rolled out the Miller Heiman integration. The 
 methodology uses several color-coded sheets that provide 
a deeper understanding of its intended object. The Gold 
Sheet, or Large Account Management Process (LAMP), is a 
 hyperlink to the Miller Heiman system found on the account. 
It ties to the account and is used to provide a deeper dive 
into an account. We also provided hyperlinks to our internal 
OBIEE instance that links the account in OSC to an  existing 
report in OBIEE, providing one place to see all related 
 information of the account in question. Blue Sheets, Funnel 
Scorecard and Sales Process Funnel are all associated with  
an opportunity. 

Up next was rolling out the Outlook integration as well as the 
mobile apps.
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Now that there was data in the system to 
report on, we rolled out various reports, 
 infolets and dashboards. Now the business 
could run reports in real time with ITs 
involvement or send  reports or spreadsheets 
through the company’s mail.

Saving the best for last, we rolled out the OIC module.  
This is really the defining piece of OSC from the end-user’s 
 perspective. Now they can see, live, how close or far from 
 target they are at any point. The old way was once-a-month 
Excel spreadsheets that one person was responsible for 
 sending to all participants, which was a very manual and 
time-intensive process.

We enlisted the help from the data warehouse group to 
 provide transactional feeds that would get loaded into OIC 
nightly, monthly, quarterly or yearly, depending on the 
 transaction or metric.

We automated this process, with the exception of a few 
 manual loads.

Nothing Ventured, Nothing Gained 
No project is without its challenges, and this one was no 
 exception. I think two of the biggest issues we had were 
the revolving door of personnel and the lack of business 
 ownership when it came to certain processes.

During the course of this project, we had four project 
 managers, our VP of sales left the company and the  director 
of transformation changed positions. There was also no 
business ownership of data management or territory 
 management, which consumed a large portion of work for IT.

In addition, we had our fair share of technical issues. We 
deployed OSC 9 and had to upgrade to version 10 within a 
two-month time frame due to the upgrade schedule mandated 
by OSC.

Initial integration issues with our ERP were due to internal 
ports blocking our BPEL process to OSC due to this being 
the first version of the OSC/Miller Heiman integration. 
There also have been performance issues with reports and 
the  simplified UI when it came to OIC. Some of the  technical 
 issues were issues with design, and some were issues that 
needed to be resolved by submitting an SR with  
Oracle  Support.

Another challenge is dealing with Oracle Support. For 
the most part it’s a smooth process: submit ticket,  discuss, 
 resolution provided, move on. On the more nuanced 
or  complicated issues that cross functional areas, it can 
 sometimes turn into its not our issues its whatever functional 
group applies the issue, and you must bring them all together 
for resolution. Leaning on your engagement manger from 
Oracle can help reduce the back and forth.

Results
So, now that we are deployed, users are entering data, and 
dashboards are being used to help make strategic decisions 
related to how close we meet expectations.

Being able to go to one place to see all communications 
about an account or opportunity and to be able to see 
 analytics  surrounding the sales process has enabled the 
business to make better informed decisions. Having the 
marketing team leverage Eloqua to push out vetted leads to 
 territory  managers is helping us win business that could have 
 potentially been missed. Being able to use the sales funnel 
to see, at any point, the stage of sales opportunities helps us 
focus on moving the sale forward. Having the actual vs. plan 
information from OIC readily available gives the territory 
manager a closer picture of where they need to focus. u

Tusar Das has more than 25 years of 
experience in the IT industry, primarily 
in Oracle EBS, SOA middleware and BI 
technology. He is currently working at The 
Worthington Industries as VP of IT and 
is responsible for all Oracle footprints of 
the business units and corporate. You may 
contact Tusar Das at tusar.das@ 
worthingtonindustries.com or by phone  
at +1 614.840.4764.

Bill Wertz is Director of Supply Chain and 
Inside Sales at Worthington Industries. 
His 19 years at Worthington have been 
in supply chain and sales roles; Inside 
Sales Representative, Territory Manager, 
Supply Chain Manager, Regional Sales 
Manager, and Director of Commercial 
 Transformation

Chris Schone has worked with  Worthington Industries for over  
24 years. Currently he is the system owner for Oracle Sales Cloud, 
Incentive Compensation & Quality systems. (Not pictured.)
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Oracle Business Intelligence Analytics (OBIA) is a  resource 
tool for analytical reporting and  metrics that provides 
customized dashboards and reports that give insight to 
 supplier spend patterns. It enables users to  identify  supplier 
 opportunities for cost savings and  initiate  sourcing events 
to improve on  business objectives. This overview points 
out key  benefits of  using OBIA for  role-based security 
and  data-level  security to obtain metrics and data within 
 corporate  procurement.

in Procurement and Spend Analytics 
ROLE SECURITIES 

JOSHUA NURKOWSKI
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What is OBIA in Procurement and Spend Analytics  
OBIA is a package solution provided from Oracle and is the 
analytics functionality of OBIEE. It pulls data from Oracle 
E-Business Suite (EBS) and comes with pre-built, out-of-the-
box reports with the ability to create custom, ad hoc reports. 
These reports can be created by a subject matter expert and 
saved in the library for anyone to access and run with the 
given parameters. Reports can also be created by the end user 
to fit their specific needs. The overall scope is to present data 
and information to business users in a meaningful way to 
improve leadership decision making to strategically align with 
company goals. 

Procurement and Spend Analytics is one of five modules 
offered through OBIA. This module provides the ability to 
conduct comparative analysis and report on requested spend, 
committed spend, actual spend and receipts across  functional 
business areas. It has the capacity to report in detail on 
 suppliers, products, item categories, buying locations and 
associated hierarchies for both direct and indirect spend to 
allow complete visibility of spending across the organization. 

Benefits and Challenges
There are five out-of-the-box dashboards in Procurement and 
Spend Analytics that provide numerous reports and graphs 
to analyze data. If an out-of-the-box dashboard report does 
not suit the need of a business partner, there is a  catalog 
of  custom-created reports that may fit. There is also the 
 capability to create a new ad hoc report.  

Having several options, benefits from the data report include:
• Looking at spend patterns year over year for suppliers, 

departments, business segments and internal analysis. 
• Reviewing supplier spend for possible contract negotiations 

and renegotiations as with buying power by pulling top 
spend suppliers. 

• Tracking requisitions by requestor, PO spend and off PO 
spend as well as the status of requisitions.  

• Monitoring buyers’ cycle times, such as requisitions to 
PO and the workload of buyers through the number of 
 requisitions processed. 

As the data is refreshed nightly in OBIA, the time it  
takes to obtain needed data for a business partner is 
 significantly reduced. 

The major challenge to a user is the need for training.  
The common training challenges tend to be:
• Learning how to navigate from one dashboard to another 

and analyze the data. 
• Knowing where to find the catalog of custom-created 

 reports.
• Learning the data fields for creating custom reports. 

It is important to have training documents, videos, 
 demonstrations and refreshers set in place to help users  
build their knowledge of OBIA.

Reporting Dashboard 
The created reports can be displayed in a multitude of 
ways depending on how the user wishes to present. The 
 possibilities are numerous, whether it is in a table format or 
graph or chart. Choosing the best style is up to the presenter. 
Dashboards can be fully customizable to suit the needs of 
each report and can be fixed as the home page when a user 
first logs in. Parameters at the top can help to narrow down 
the data that is being obtained. The reports can be formatted 
to be exported and used to make strategic decisions  
(See Figure 1).

Role Securities  
A user accesses their OBIA responsibility through a single 
sign-on within their Oracle Applications home page. 
It is possible to create customized responsibilities 
within EBS that link the analytics functionality 
to various operating units. 

Benefits of Procure and  
Spend Analytics in OBIA 
• Reduced time in reporting to business partners.
• Nightly data refresh for accurate reporting.
• Users self-enabled to view own data and not rely on 

business partner.
• Standard built reports to choose from in a catalog.

Challenges 
• Training, training and training.
• Learning how to navigate from dashboard  

to dashboard.
• Learning how to navigate to the Customer  

Reports folder.
• Learning the data fields for creating a  

custom  report.
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My experience includes work on a project in which three 
levels of access were established (See Figure 2):
• A Base Role user would receive only the inquiry in the 

 dashboard and access to the catalog of custom reports. 
• A Report Writing Role would receive the Author Analysis 

as well as the Base Role responsibility. This role allows the 
user to create new reports and save the report in the catalog 
for a Base Role to use. 

• The highest role is the Governance Role, which is an 
administrative level that provides access to a user of the 
previous two roles. 

Assigning roles to users was based on existing access to EBS 
data. There are cases where new access may be needed when 
a super user is elevated to the Author Analysis role. u

Joshua Nurkowski is a graduate of Indiana 
University Kelley School of Business with 
a Bachelor of Science in Business  majoring 
in Finance, Business Economics and 
Public Policy. He has more than five years’ 
 experience in the Health Care Industry with 
expertise in Oracle iProcurement, Oracle 
Business Intelligence Analytics  
and Enterprise Data Warehouse. 

OBIA Dashboards
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Figure 1: 

Figure 2: 
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A Survey on Cloud Adoption and Co-Existence

YOUHOW DO

MEASURE UP?
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The results of a short survey provide 
insights into the  current reality, 
the perceived opportunities and 
the answers  respondents say they 
want most regarding their Oracle 
 technology roadmap.

Executive Summary
The survey results showed that 70 percent of respondents 
who have plans to adopt Oracle Cloud solutions will do so in 
the next three years, with 35 percent planning to  implement 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions to run with their 
 existing Oracle on-premises installations and 29 percent 
planning to use Oracle Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) services 
to accelerate Development and Testing efforts in the next 12 
months. (Figure 1)

On average, 81 percent of respondents felt that  learning 
about cloud solutions will maintain or enhance their 
 career  development, citing company needs, technology 
 advancements and professional development as the  
primary reasons. 

84 percent of respondents are interested in information 
on how Oracle SaaS can co-exist with their on-premises 
 implementations, 79 percent are interested in how  Oracle 
PaaS can extend on-premises functionality and deliver 
 innovation faster, and 74 percent are interested in how Oracle 
can host their on-premises implementations using Oracle 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) to reduce their operational 
expenses. (Figure 2)

Additionally, survey respondents overwhelmingly  selected 
user experience stories as the most helpful information 
to support their evaluation or implementation of Oracle 
Cloud solutions, followed by information on the path to 
cloud,  hybrid co-existence, and end-user networking and 
 peer-to-peer knowledge sharing.

“The results of the survey indicate 
the  majority of our community has a 
very strong interest in learning about 
cloud solutions, and therefore the 
OAUG will continue to develop and 
 provide  educational resources related 
to cloud, co-existence and on-premises 
 environments to help our  members on 
their individual journeys. This  presents 
an excellent opportunity to work with our 
members to share their stories, lessons 
learned and experiences as they  evaluate 
options for cloud and  co-existence 
 environments.”  
 —Alyssa Johnson, OAUG President

Many Oracle Applications  customers have been  wondering how their 
organization  compares to others regarding their planned or possible 
migration to the cloud. For example, how many  companies intend to 
stay on-premises, utilize a  hybrid  model or conduct a full move to the 
cloud? What is the  timeline to do so? And what information is needed 
to support that strategy?
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Move to Cloud in Next 24 Months
(for those that have plans to adopt Cloud)

Implementing other Oracle SaaS solutions to run 
with your on‐premises applications

Using Oracle Cloud for Development/Testing

Implementing Oracle Cloud Applications to co‐exist 
with or replace on‐premises applications

Developing customizations and extensions using 
Oracle Cloud

Moving your on‐premises production version onto 
Oracle Cloud

Timelines to Adopt Cloud

Majority	of	Members	Believe	Cloud	will	Positively	
Affect	their	Professional	Growth	and	Careers

30%

25%

34%

26%

26%

24%

26%

29%

25%

18%

21%

17%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

PaaS:	Using	Oracle	Cloud	to	extend	your	on-
premises	functionality	and	deliver	innovation	

faster

IaaS:	Hosting	your	on-premises	implementation(s)	
on	the	Oracle	Cloud	to	reduce	expenses

SaaS:	Adding	Cloud	Applications	to	co-exist	with	
your	on-premises	implementation(s)

Likely	to	enhance Somewhat	 likely	to	enhance Neutral Unlikely	to	enhance

This	provides	a	baseline	and	allows	members	to	compare	themselves	with	their	peers.
Figure 1: Timelines to cloud adoption of survey respondents reporting they have plans to move to the cloud.

Figure 2: The majority of survey respondents are interested in learning about the cloud and believe cloud solutions will positively affect their professional growth  
and careers.
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A Day in the Life of an 
Excel4apps User
@ mont      h e    n d

Star  t your day by  
enjoying cof  fee.

Run your live t rial  
balance repor  t.

Running....

Get your time back with robust Excel-based 
reporting and uploading solutions. Together, 
Wands from Excel4apps provides a 360-degree 
Excel solution to the GL month-end process and 
gives accountants the ability to report, analyze, 
and adjust journals directly from sheets containing 
real-time data.

8:00

9:00

10:00

Comple monthly  
reconnciliations  
with                  . 11:00

12  :00

1:00

2  :00

3:00

4:00

5:00

Download a copy at 
excel4apps.com/oaug17

Capture and post  
recurring journals  

with                          .

Yes, you get a  
lunchbreak.

Ref  resh the month’s  
f  inancial workbook 

with one click in Excel.

Analyze the  
new numbers.

Create an ad hoc repor  t  
in less than 5 minutes.

Use             to package  
and distribute to your  

f  inancial team.

Go home! Yes, you  
get to leave on time.

“These survey results reflect trends 
we’re seeing in the marketplace and 
highlight the importance of choice as 
 organizations consider how to take 
 advantage of cloud. Every  company starts 
in a different place and has a unique 
story to share. Our  Oracle user groups 
and  communities provide an  important 
 resource for any  customer looking for best 
 practices. We look  forward to continuing 
our  collaboration with the OAUG and 
 highlighting their members’ experiences 
on their cloud journeys”  
 —Steve Daheb, Senior Vice President, Oracle Cloud Platform

About the Survey 
The OAUG joined with Oracle to conduct the user 
 community survey regarding Oracle Cloud adoption 
and usage in  February and March 2017. The survey 
 results were announced by the OAUG to its  community 
of  Oracle  Applications  users at COLLABORATE 17 in 
Las  Vegas,  Nevada. 454 survey responses were collected, 
with  respondents self-identifying their roles; 29 percent 
of  respondents were from technology management, 13 
 percent were business analysts, 13 percent from finance and 
 accounting, and 10 percent from database administration. 

Respondents also self-identified the Oracle products they 
work with, which could be multiple products, and were 
 reported as 59 percent representing Oracle E-Business 
Suite, 13 percent representing Hyperion EPM and 6 percent 
 representing Oracle Fusion Middleware.

The survey was hosted on Oracle Service Cloud. All   
responses were completely anonymous, and Oracle did not 
collect any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) from 
survey  respondents.  

The results will be used by the OAUG and Oracle to invest in 
the areas driving member value. u



 BREAKTHROUGHS
COLLABORATION LEADS TO

collaborate.oaug.org
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THE COLLABORATE 17 — OAUG FORUM 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE EMPOWERS LEARNING, NETWORKING  
AND DIALOG WITH ORACLE

With an intense focus on solving     day-to-day 
 challenges and preparing for  future  projects, 
more than 5000 attendees  participated 
 enthusiastically throughout the week  
during COLLABORATE 17.
Created by and for Oracle customers, COLLABORATE 17 featured 
more than 1200 Oracle Applications and Technology sessions in  
17 targeted educational tracks. Additional opportunities to learn 
and network with peers, subject matter experts and Oracle 
 personnel  further enhanced the impact of this one-of-a-kind 
 annual  gathering.

COLLABORATE 17 Conference Papers  
and Presentations
If you were unable to attend COLLABORATE 17, the OAUG makes 
it possible for COLLABORATE 17 to come to you. And, if you 
 attended the conference but had difficulty choosing from among 
the many excellent sessions, it’s not too late to review a session 
that you may have missed, or share your favorite with a colleague. 

How? Hundreds of informative papers from the COLLABORATE 
17 – OAUG Forum are available in the OAUG Conference Paper 
Database – free to all OAUG members! Locate the Conference 
Paper Database under the Education & Events tab on oaug.org.

Oracle Participation
Demonstrating its strong, collaborative interaction with the  users 
group community, Oracle delivered more than 200  presentations 
throughout the week. Oracle personnel conducted more than 
18  Oracle Support-related sessions; delivered several  sessions to 
help customers understand the Oracle E-Business Suite  Product 
Roadmaps and the value of upgrading to the latest release; 
 demonstrated numerous products and services in the Oracle 
Demo Grounds in the Exhibitor Showcase; and participated in 
many  one-on-one discussions with attendees.

2017 Oracle Ambassador
Dave Heisler, Oracle Senior Principal Technical Support Engineer

The OAUG Oracle Ambassador Award recognizes an Oracle 
 employee who has made an outstanding contribution to the OAUG 
and its members. Among Dave’s many contributions is his work 
on the Oracle E-Business Suite Functional Analyzers and the 
 continuous development of new and more helpful analyzers for 
functional,  technical and installation teams.

Keynote presenter Jenn Lim, CEO and CHO (Chief Happiness 
Officer) of Delivering Happiness challenged and inspired 
 attendees to consider how happiness increases positive 
 business outcomes.

OAUG President Alyssa Johnson presents the 2017 Oracle 
 Ambassador Award to Dave Heisler, Oracle Senior Principal 
 Technical Support Engineer.
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Stay Connected
COLLABORATE 17 set the stage for numerous structured and  
casual networking opportunities. OAUG Geo and SIG meetings 
brought together like-minded attendees throughout the week, and 
 additional events brought people together over drinks, food, fun  
and  entertainment.

Nourish your network and stay engaged by connecting with other 
OAUG members throughout the year. Join the OAUG’s LinkedIn 
Group or follow @COLLAB_OAUG or @OAUG1 on Twitter. (Click on 
the icons at the top right on the OAUG home page at oaug.org.) u

SAVE THE DATE 
for COLLABORATE 18!
April 22-26, 2018 
Mandalay Bay Resort and Casino 
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
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THANKS TO OUR SUPERSTARS
Each year at the Meeting of the OAUG  Members during 
 COLLABORATE, the OAUG  presents awards to its  superstars 
– individuals and groups that serve the OAUG community with 
their  outstanding contributions throughout the year. 

2017 AWARDS
GEOGRAPHIC AND SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS*

Certificates of Distinction
Each year, the OAUG recognizes its geographic (Geo) and special interest groups (SIG) that have achieved excellence in 
 partnering with the OAUG. The groups receiving the Certification of Distinction award in 2017 are:

Geos
•  Atlanta OAUG - Andrew Snyder, Coordinator
•  Gulf Region OAUG - Austin Reason, Coordinator
•  Michigan OAUG - Sue Maloney, Coordinator
•  North Central OAUG - Janet Dahmen &  

Melissa Sider,  Coordinators
•  Northern California OAUG -  

Cynthia Enderlein,  Coordinator
•  Ohio Valley OAUG - Jon Riley, Coordinator
•  Pittsburgh OAUG - Mark Wittkopp, Coordinator
•  San Diego OAUG - Rob Gregg, Coordinator
•  Southwest Regional OAUG - Brandon Behrstock &  

James Lui, Coordinators
•  Texas-Louisiana OAUG - Susan Behn, Coordinator
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SIGs
•  Cloud ERP SIG – Padam Bansal, Coordinator
•  Configurator SIG – Vinay Kruttiventi, Coordinator
•  Cost Management SIG – Douglas Volz, Coordinator
•  E-Business Suite Applications Technology Stack  

SIG – Sandra Vucinic, Coordinator
•  Enterprise Manager for Applications (EM4APPS)  

SIG – James Lui, Coordinator
•  EPM/Hyperion SIG – Chuck Persky, Coordinator
•  Multi-National SIG – Hans Kolbe, Coordinator

Special kudos go out to the OAUG  
Geo and SIG of the Year:
•  North Central OAUG
•  OAUG Multi-National SIG

Recorded Community Webinars
User Community Webinars present a wealth of 
 knowledge and expertise in specific areas of interest to 
users of Oracle Applications. 

OAUG members are invited to use their member login 
to download recorded versions of these valuable training 
webinar sessions at oaug.org/communities/webinars.

Conferences and Events Calendar
A cornerstone of the OAUG’s mission is to share 
the  wisdom and experience of its members through 
 exceptional educational and networking offerings. 
Locate Geo meetings in your region or SIG virtual events 
on the new, comprehensive OAUG Conferences and 
Events Calendar (http://bit.ly/2qEFedS).

Oracle OpenWorld 2017
Oracle OpenWorld takes place October 1-5, 2017, in San 
Francisco, CA. As of press time, the OAUG is finalizing its 
schedule of Geo and SIG meetings. Stay tuned, and check 
the OAUG website for updates.
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STAR Presenter of the Year Awards
The STAR Presenter of the Year Award recognizes individuals 
who have made an outstanding contribution to the OAUG and its 
 members via conference speaking engagements and/or virtual OAUG 
 eLearning presentations. This year’s winners are:
•  Doug Hahn, Invesco (User Member)
•  Thomas Simkiss, Creoal (Associate Member)

2017 Innovator of the Year
The Innovator of the Year Award recognizes an OAUG User Member 
organization that has demonstrated breakthrough techniques using 
the standard functionality of an Oracle Application.

Equinix created a corporate Performance Framework based on Or-
acle EPM solutions. The framework extends beyond the traditional 
Finance area to encompass the entire enterprise, where every busi-
ness unit can track and measure performance. The most innovative 
part of the HSF implementation is its integration with ASO Reporting 
Cube. Typically, most customers implement HSF, which is integrated 
with ‘Short term’ Hyperion Planning applications and ‘BSO Reporting 
Cube.’ Equinix not only integrated with their ‘Short term’ Hyperion 
Planning applications, but designed and developed an innovative 
integration with ASO cube instead of conventional BSO cube.

2017 Member of the Year
The Member of the Year Award recognizes an individual who has 
made an outstanding contribution, demonstrating a high level of 
 commitment to helping the OAUG better serve its members by 
 supporting our initiatives of education, networking and influence.

The 2017 OAUG Member of the Year is Melissa Sider,  
AST  Corporation .

Melissa is a tireless volunteer who never says no and, for years, has 
been one of the OAUG’s greatest evangelists. Following are just a few 
of her contributions: 
• She successfully led the OAUG Meetings & Conferences 

 Committee as chair for 2016 and has supported the Conference 
Committee in some fashion since 2012. She offers advice on how 
to enhance messaging and programming and ensures we are 
 driving the path to success.

• She has provided customer testimonials on behalf of the OAUG 
and participated in COLLABORATE marketing efforts.

• She volunteers for other committees and task forces, such as 
 leading the OAUG Collegiate Program task force, and expands 
support for the OAUG by searching for new volunteers to  
join committees. 

• Melissa drives her company’s year-over-year membership 
 participation as well as her company’s participation in the  
exhibit hall at COLLABORATE.   

Congratulations Melissa, and thank you for your tremendous 
 contributions to the OAUG.

Doug Hahn accepts the 2017 Star Presenter of the Year Award 
(User Member).

Thomas Simkiss receives the 2017 Star Presenter Award 
 (Associate Member).

Sandeep Reddy Enti accepts the 2017 Innovator of the Year 
award on behalf of Equinix.

OAUG President Alyssa Johnson congratulates the OAUG 
Member of the Year, Melissa Sider, AST Corporation.
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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRS 

We were excited to be a part of  COLLABORATE 17, which 
offered a snapshot of the OAUG User Community and its vast 
offerings to all attendees. Our inaugural OAUG Geo Land 
event displayed the wide regional coverage of the OAUG and 
offered attendees an opportunity to connect with a group in 
their area. Our fun Bingo-like game, GEOS!, gave participants 
a chance to win prizes while networking with other users.  
Our SIGs hosted more than 45  educational sessions that 
c overed a  variety of topics and best practices. 

The OAUG displayed the hard work of our Geos and SIGs 
this year at the Meeting of the OAUG Members on  Sunday 
 evening. Congratulations to the North Central OAUG 
for  winning the OAUG Geo of the Year Award and the 
 Multi-National SIG for winning the SIG of the Year Award. 
These awards made their debut this year to recognize the Geo 
and the SIG that went above and beyond in serving the OAUG 
User Community. 

This year, we also presented 17 of our outstanding Geos and 
SIGs with the 2017 OAUG Geo/SIG Certificate of Distinction. 
Both awards were created to recognize affiliated Geos and 
SIGs for partnering with the OAUG and supporting its mission 
to provide a forum for the sharing of information, to foster 
 education and to promote membership in the OAUG.

The summer is an exciting time for the OAUG User 
 Community. Several of our Geos hold face-to-face meetings 
during this time, bringing Oracle Users closer together to 
share insights and best practices. Our SIGs host multiple 
webinars throughout the summer, covering various topics and 
ideas. The most up-to-date information can be found on the 
OAUG website under the User Communities tab. 

We are always looking for ways to expand the offerings of the 
OAUG User Community. If you are interested in starting a 
community, please do not hesitate to reach out to us with your 
inquiry. As always, we invite your feedback, questions and 
suggestions. Please contact us at geo-sig@oaug.org. u

JON RILEY AND MICHELLE THIESSEN 

GEO-SIG NEWS 

Michelle Thiessen Jon Riley

Jon Riley and Michelle Thiessen
Geo/SIG Committee Co-Chairs
Email us at geo-sig@oaug.org.

spreadsheet
server

spreadsheet
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Visit us this fall at Oracle OpenWorld

BOOTH #2711

START IN EXCEL. STAY IN EXCEL.

Try Spreadsheet Server 
at globalsoftwareinc.com
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UPDATE ON GEOGRAPHIC 
USER GROUPS (GEOS)

What is a Geographic User Group (Geo)? 
Geographic user groups (Geos) are independent OAUG 
 affiliated user groups that bring together a variety of  Oracle 
Applications users within a defined  geographic  region.  
Geos create opportunities for participants to  discuss a 
 variety of applications and share ideas.  Currently, the 
OAUG has Geo affiliates in the continental United States, 
Canada, AsiaPac, Latin America and EMEA. 

There are many benefits of participation in a user’s local 
Geo. These benefits include: 
• Opportunities to learn tips and tricks for installation, 

integration, utilization and maintenance of  
Oracle Applications.

• Knowledge of best practices from colleagues utilizing 
Oracle Applications.

• Local meetings and training sessions featuring  
Oracle experts.

• Direct access to local Oracle management and  
much more. 

A complete list of Geo groups, upcoming meetings,  
website addresses and contact information is available  
at oaug.org under the User Communities tab.

UPDATE ON SPECIAL 
INTEREST GROUPS (SIGS)

What is a Special Interest Group (SIG)? 
Special Interest Groups (SIGs) are user groups that bring 
together participants that share a common interest with 
specific Oracle Applications products. SIGs may also 
 represent a specific industry, such as the public sector or 
manufacturing. Additional SIGs are affiliated in response 
to the development and expansion of the family of Oracle 
Applications. SIGs are open for worldwide membership  
and operate online communities, with many  hosting 
 meetings at the annual COLLABORATE or Oracle 
 OpenWorld conferences.

A complete list of SIGs, upcoming meetings, website 
addresses and contact information is available at oaug.org 
under the User Communities tab.
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A LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 
OAUG associate members have the 

opportunity to host educational sessions, 

which are held several times each month. 

These interactive webcasts provide 

information about a variety of products 

and services that complement Oracle 

Applications. Visit oaug.org and click  

on the “Partners” tab for details.

If you are an Associate member of the OAUG and 
would like to host a Vendor Awareness session, visit 
oaug.org and click on the “Partners” tab, or send an 

e-mail to mnessing@oaug.org, or call +1 404.760.8179.

OAUG Vendor  
Awareness Sessions

Reserve your session today!
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OAUG ELEARNING WEBINARS DELIVER 
PROBLEM-SOLVING INFORMATION 
DIRECTLY TO YOU IN AN HOUR OR LESS.
• Hear best practices and problem-solving information 

from real users and expert consultants without leaving 

your desk. 

• Choose from over 220 recorded sessions or  

participate live. See the latest schedule on oaug.org/

education-events/elearning 

• OAUG elearning webinars are free and available 

 exclusively to OAUG members. 

IF YOU’RE NOT AN OAUG MEMBER YET, JOIN ONLINE  
at oaug.org/membership or contact  

membership@oaug.org or +1.404.240.0897.

FIND SOLUTIONS
TO YOUROracle Apps Challenges

IN UNDER AN HOUR

MEMBER BENEFIT SHOWCASE:
ACTIVATE YOUR SUCCESS WITH OAUG MEMBERSHIP
Discover how OAUG membership helps you build your 
 network, energize your career and activate your success. 

Build Your Network
The OAUG connects you with others who are using the same 
applications so you can learn from their  experiences, share 
best practices and find solutions. You can use the OAUG 
 Membership Directory to connect with key contacts at 
 member organizations. Plus, participate in Geographic and 
Special Interest Groups (Geo/SIGs) and learn from others and 
share experiences with people in your industry, local area or 
those using similar products. 

Be sure to check the OAUG Buyer’s Guide to find solutions and 
solution providers for your Oracle Applications environment. 
And, connect with users and expert consultants on LinkedIn 
and Twitter.

Energize Your Career
OAUG members save time and money by applying other 
members’ tips, tricks and lessons learned. You can find the 
answers you need to get ahead through educational resources 
from the OAUG, such as live and recorded eLearning webinars 
presenting problem-solving information on hot topics like 
revenue recognition or the path to the cloud. 

OAUG members find answers by downloading papers, 
 presentations and case studies from the vast Conference 
 Paper Database, which features thousands of useful  
resources from Oracle Applications users and experts.  
Plus, you can read in-depth articles in OAUG Insight  
magazine and stay informed with OAUG newsletters to  
keep up with the latest news and information. 

Activate Your Success
It is easy to get started building your network and  energizing 
your career by creating an online OAUG profile on the 
 website. Customize your profile to receive newsletters 
with advice from other members and helpful educational 
 resources, and subscribe to the OAUG blog to receive news 
and tips about your Oracle Applications. 

Visit oaug.org/success today to download free samples  
of many members-only resources, including a copy of  
OAUG  Insight magazine, an eLearning webinar recording  
and more to see for yourself how OAUG membership helps 
you build your network, energize your career and activate  
your success. u

“The knowledge sharing and  valuable 
 networking opportunities  provided 
through OAUG membership help 
 everyone, including me, do their  
jobs  better.”  
 —Michele Cafferkey, Forsythe Technology 

“The biggest benefit for an  organization 
to become a member of the OAUG is 
gaining access to the abundance of 
 information and  resources.”  
 —Lissa English, Alticor

“Allocating funds for staff to attend 
OAUG events and COLLABORATE 
 conferences will pay off within your 
organization throughout the year.”  
 —Kaberi Nayak, MITRE

“My OAUG involvement has  provided 
me direct access to the Oracle 
 representatives at every level, and they 
assist me in answering my questions 
long after the conference is over.”  
 —Donna Rosentrater, PAREXEL International

“One of the best things about OAUG 
membership is networking and working 
with different people.”  
 —Matt Youmans, Worthington Industries
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O R A C L E  A P P L I C A T I O N S  U S E R S  G R O U P

YOU FIND ANSWERS  

YOU NETWORK WITH REAL  
USERS AND EXPERTS

YOU INFLUENCE ORACLE
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Business Analyst

Financial Analyst
Database Administrator IT Manager

Project Manager
Accountant

E-Business Suite
 

OAUG
You network with 
real users and experts
OAUG members share 
ideas and best practices 
to make the most of their 
Oracle Applications.

You find answers
OAUG members save time 
and money by applying 
other users’ tips, successes 
and lessons learned.

You influence Oracle
Oracle listens to the collective 
voice of OAUG members.

Hyperion FusionPrimavera
HCMOBIEECloud Applications

E-Business Suite

You are the
Oracle Applications

Users Group
Learn more about the benefits 
of OAUG membership today. 

oaug.org/membership
+1 404 240 0897
membership@oaug.org

“Being an OAUG member 
definitely makes my 
job easier.”
– Amy MacNeil, 

Suffolk Construction Company


